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The honorable Arthur Wellesley, now field-marshal of
England, and duke of Wellington, a younger son of the late
earl of Mornington, and a brother of the present marquis
Wellesley, received his first commission as an ensign of
infantry in 1787. He was then in his eighteenth year, and
had been regularly educated for the profession of his choice.
He studied for a time at the military academy of Angers in
France, whither, at an early age, he was prudently removed
from Eton, where science is not taught

As subaltern and captain he served both in the cavalry
and infantry, and enjoyed the rare advantage of an early
acquaintance with the field duties of both those arms.

In the spring of 1793 he was promoted to a majority in
the 33d regiment, and was advanced to the lieutenant-
colonelcy of that corps, by purchase, in the autumn of the
same year.

A young man, in the command of a fine regiment, he
sailed upon his first service from the Cove of Cork in the
month of May, 1794.



The corps landed at Ostend in the latter end of June, and
was already in garrison, when lord Moira (with the troops
originally destined for a chivalrous but unwise attempt in
Britany) arrived at that place, to hold it as a point of support
for the allied army in Flanders.

The enemy, however, was already in possession of Ypres
on the one side, and of Bruges on the other. Near the former
place the Austrian general, Clairfait, had just sustained
three successive defeats, and had retired upon Ghent:—
Walmoden, the Hanoverian commander, being thus
compelled to evacuate Bruges, had marched to join him.

That brave prince, the duke of York, whose misfortune it
was to have a command so ill-defined, that it would have
perplexed a much older and a far more experienced leader,
was, as a consequence of these defeats, driven from his
position at Tournay, and placed in circumstances very
critical and disheartening.

In this state of affairs lord Moira called a council of war;
and it was there agreed, that the mere defence of Ostend,
to which object his orders confined him, was not of so great
importance as the immediate succor of the duke of York.
Ostend was evacuated on the 29th of June. With about eight
thousand men lord Moira marched by Bruges (from which
place the French retired on his approach) to Ghent. On the
same day the garrison under colonel Vyse embarked with
such order and expedition, that the town was clear both of
troops and stores before sunset. This brigade proceeded to
the Scheldt, and, disembarking on the banks of that river,
joined the camp of the duke of York before Antwerp.



It was here that lieutenant-colonel Wellesley, who
accompanied his regiment by sea from Ostend, first saw an
army in the field. It was at this moment, and upon this
theatre of war, where there was no sound but of reverses,
and no prospect but one dreary with expected
disappointments, that the conqueror in so many battles
made his first essay in arms.

Here he received his first lessons in practical warfare,
and here obtained that early notice and early praise, which
bestow confidence, and which animate ambition.

In the formal and stationary camps, and in the confined
and chilling operations of this defensive campaign, there
were few opportunities of distinction; yet some occurred,
and they were eagerly improved. Lieutenant-colonel
Wellesley commanded the 33d regiment in every affair in
which it was engaged. On the river Neethe; in a warm affair
near the village of Boxtel; and in a hot skirmish on the Waal,
it did good service.

The allied army was not in strength to face the weighty
masses of the French in battle; but the British posts were
occasionally disturbed ; and to secure and preserve their
communications some fighting was necessary. In the affairs
alluded to, our young commander was not unobserved. At
the close of the campaign he was selected by general David
Dundas to cover, with the brigade to which his regiment was
then attached, the memorable retreat from Holland: no
mean distinction; for Dundas was an officer of high
reputation, a strict disciplinarian, and an intrepid soldier.

It was in the middle of January that this movement was
decided on; for two months previous the service had been



trying. Both officers and soldiers were exhausted by
continual fatigues; they had to support the rigors of winter,
and long nights of ceaseless watching, without the clothing
or the contorts suited to that cold climate and to the
inclement season.

The sufferings on the retreat were yet more severe. The
route from the frozen banks of the Lech to those of the Yssel
lay through the dreary and inhospitable provinces of
Gueldreland and Over-Yssel. The way was over desert and
flat heaths there were but few houses on the route, and
these scattered singly or in small villages, or in mere
hamlets, affording a seldom and insufficient cover for the
troops. It was a hard frost: the wheel-tracks were covered
with snow; and bitter winds and blinding storms of sleet
blew keenly from the north-east, directly meeting them as
they marched. If the fatigued soldier reposed too long,
drowsiness would steal over him; and if not roused and
urged forward on his road, he slept the sleep of death. Such
casualties were numerous. Under these circumstances no
common zeal and activity were necessary in covering the
retreat The command of the rear-guard was a post of honor:
it was filled with credit, and stamped lieutenant-colonel
Wellesley then as a man of promise. Such was the rude
experience of his first campaign; a campaign, however,
pregnant with useful lessons. It had been carried on by
councils of war, —divided councils ;—a campaign where the
talents and courage of the generals were paralyzed for want
of men, materiel, and money, and no less for want of well-
defined commands, and full powers of action. Clairfait, the
Austrian, was both able and brave; Walmoden of Hanover



was a man highly considered ; and the British prince,
though young and of no experience, was full of ardor and
spirit, and was not without firm and intelligent advisers.

But in this war, from the moment that Prussia entered
Poland, the motives of all the continental allies became
suspected, and the popularity of their cause in the
Netherlands soon expired. When the inhabitants clearly saw
the inability to protect them, they became at first fearful,
then wearied, and at length hostile; a consequence that in
no theatre of war should ever cause surprise, and is rarely a
theme for any just reproach. For the irritated feelings of a
retiring and mortified soldiery some allowance may be
made; but the abuse poured out in England, at that period,
upon the people of Flanders and Holland was bitter and
unmerited.

Nothing but a sacred love of liberty, or a love for the
existing government so strong as to supply, if possible, its
place, or such a dread and hatred of the invader as prompts
all sacrifice for his expulsion, will ever engage the peaceful
dwellers in towns and villages in the toil and peril of a
present and protracted warfare. Under all governments the
smith plies his anvil, the rustic follows his plow, the citizen
opens 'his shop in the morning and counts his gains in the
evening; and all these ask but to perform their daily tasks,
and eat their daily bread in peace. They ask individual
liberty, and personal repose. It is true that the people of the
Netherlands had shouted round the state coach of the
emperor that very spring at Brussels. The pageantry of the
inauguration of a duke of Brabant had amused their eyes,
and cheated them of a few cheers; but events soon showed



the weakness of their Cæsar, and in the moment of trial
they forsook him. The Dutch bad more to contend for, and
were, at first, in earnest; but they, too, felt their own
weakness; they saw that of the allies; and they were
hopeless of any effectual resistance. Moreover, as a
maritime nation, they had always a jealousy of the English,
and this prevented the cordiality of a generous co-operation.
The French, for which they may thank the coarse policy of
their enemies, were all united: they had numbers and
energy; and, flushed with the triumph of Fleurus, they were
not to be resisted by a motley army of jealous allies, acting
amid a people indifferent to their success. The English
evacuated Holland, execrating the inhabitants; and the
Hollanders saw them depart with no equivocal expressions
of their dislike.

Notwithstanding all their sufferings, the English soldiers
returned home in good heart; satisfied that they had
maintained the national character for true valor on every
occasion that offered for its display.

They returned, too, with a feeling about the bonnets
rouges and sans-culottes of republican France, differing little
from the prejudice of their forefathers against the wooden
shoes and soup maigre of her monarchy. Well for England
that they did. By this feeling, conspiring with the old
national antipathies, and combined with the good sense and
right judgment of the reflecting, the pestilence of the
licentious and infidel sentiments which, at that period,
poisoned the whole atmosphere of France, was stayed
within the confines of her own conquests.



That English spirit was the safeguard of the people from
the corrupting and inflammatory language of those very
levellers who were soon after trodden under foot by the iron
heel of a military despot; an idol of their own raising, and
the object of a slavish though splendid worship.

That spirit enabled England to carry through, with
perseverance and patience, a long and glorious war;—a war,
not as many perversely contend, for the weak cause and the
weak house of Bourbon, but for her own sacred institutions.

Somewhere the battle must have been fought; and if
Spam and the Netherlands had not furnished fields for the
contest, it must sooner or later have been fought upon her
own green hills at home; and the pendants of her gallant
fleets, instead of flying in constant triumph upon the far
ocean, must have been drooping on the dull watch in sight
of her own shores. That spirit in her fleets and armies, under
the guidance of such instruments as God gave us in their
leaders, has raised England to that pinnacle of power,
wealth, and influence, to which 6he has now attained, and
from which nothing but suicidal folly can cast her down.

But we return to the steps of one who has been honored,
above all other instruments, individually, in bringing about
these great results:—be it remembered, too, not as an
aspiring usurper, but as the free-born general of a
constitutional army, as the loyal subject of an English king,
and the faithful servant of the English people.

Such was the aspect of our continental relations at the
period just mentioned, that, for a time, the British soldier
could see no field in all Europe whereon to display his
enterprise and win renown.



Short, however, as was this campaign in Flanders,
though there was no battle, and but little fighting, it had
shown to Wellesley a something of war upon the grand
scale; for it was in an army of sixty-eight battalions, and
eighty squadrons, that he had served. He had seen troops of
various nations, differing in their discipline, their habits,
their costume, and their aspect. He had heard those grand
sounds with which he was to have so long and so glorious a
familiarity in after-life: the distant boom of the hostile gun;
the nigh thunder of batteries of cannon; the rolling of
musketry; the tread of columns; the trampling of squadrons,
and the voice of the trumpet There was yet another sound
he had heard,—the dauntless cheers, the loud hurrah of
those soldiers whom, under happier auspices, and on a
more glorious theatre of action, he was so often to lead
against the enemies of his country, and to guide to victory
and glory.

While he had witnessed the excellent spirit and brave
bearing of English soldiers, he had also marked their
defects, and listened, probably, to the complaints made
against their discipline, interior economy, and temper, by
their Austrian allies, with no light or inattentive ear. The
Austrians in that campaign reproached the British for being
disdainful; admitted that they were brave, and ready for all
great occasions, but complained that they were indolent,
negligent, and indifferent in the discharge of all those minor
calls,—those labors, fatigues, and pickets, in which the
duties of a prolonged warfare mainly consist High courage
was, at that time, as always, the great distinction, the
brilliant merit of our soldiery; but the system of our



regimental economy was comparatively bad; all our military
institutions were defective and vicious; few departments of
the army were conducted with intelligence, some with a
known want of integrity: the commissariat and medical
departments were notoriously incapable; nor were the
talents and acquirements necessary for the prompt and
intelligent discharge of their important duties commonly
found even among officers of the general staff.

Too much praise can never be assigned to the wise
regulations by which the late duke of York labored for years,
at a subsequent period, to remedy these sad evils, and
great was the improvement he effected; but it is to the
preparatory system and discipline of a Dundas, a Cathcart,
and a Moore, and to the large and practical application of
their principles by a Wellington, that we owe the present
character, efficiency, and, above all, the present lame of the
English army.

On the return of the troops from Holland, the 33d
regiment, as soon as it was reported fit for service, was
ordered upon an expedition then fitting out against the West
Indies, and sailed, early in 1795, with the fleet under the
orders of admiral Christian.

The fleet made several attempts to put out to sea, but
was repeatedly driven back by adverse winds. Owing to
these delays, the 33d was countermanded, ordered to land,
and sailed again in April, 1796, for the Cape and India. Thus
a star which might have set early in the West in obscurity,
and perhaps death, arose in the East with life and
brightness.



Lord Mornington, the present marquis Wellesley, being
appointed governor-general of India in 1797, the interests of
Ins brother were not forgotten. Lieutenant-colonel Wellesley
was promoted to the rank of colonel.

During his voyage to India, it is yet remembered by one
of his fellow-passengers, that he passed much time in his
cabin diligently reading, to prepare himself for command
and conduct in that country. Distinguishable from young
men of his age and station by no affected singularities, he
was quietly laying the foundation of his renown. Birth and
high connexion had given him quick promotion and early
advancement to responsible command,—but they could do
no more. Men grow not to greatness by accident, but by
those personal endowments, which are, in the first place,
the gifts of Providence; and after, by a constant
improvement of them, by steady preparation, strong will,
and undiverted resolve.
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Military services in the East rarely obtain that notice to
which they are justly entitled. The scone in which they are
acted is remote; and the laurels of our brave men from India
have always lost a something of their freshness before we
gaze on them at home. Moreover, it is an effort of the
imagination to realize the aspect of Asiatic warfare, and to
many readers such efforts are at once painful and vain.

They content themselves considering that the enemies in
India are black. They draw some distinction, indeed,
between the black of Africa and of Asia; but, so far as bodily
power and personal prowess are concerned, it is in favor of
the former. The Asiatic is thought an effeminate and silken
slave, whose nerves tremble at the report of a cannon, and
whose prancing horses are only used for security or flight
This is no fancy picture; Englishmen accounted intelligent
thus spoke of India fifty short years ago; and to this hour,
except among those interested in Indian affairs by the
course of their studies, by connexion with the services or
commerce of that country, or by that large and active spirit



of inquiry which an attachment to the cause of schools and
missions has awakened, a like ignorance obtains, and a like
apathy in the concerns of India is always manifest

Before the period, however, of which we are about to
speak, the attention of England had been a little roused by
the talk of bloody and severe combats in the East, in which
the superiority of her arms, though triumphantly
maintained, had not been undisputed.

It required all the energy of lord Cornwallis, and the
utmost efforts of his brave officers and gallant men, to
reduce the strength, and humble the pride, of Tippoo, the
sultan of Mysore. This prince inherited, from a warlike
father, a kingdom, usurped by violence and enlarged by
conquest, and with it the cherished spirit of that stem and
bitter hatred to the English which Hyder Ali had always
manifested in life, and recommended in death. The names
of Hyder and Tippoo had sounded on the English ear as
those of foemen not to be totally despised; and a vague
notion of what Mahometan fierceness, guided by French
counsels and French discipline, might effect, caused them to
estimate anew, though still imperfectly, both the dangers
and the glory of Indian service. The fact is, Tippoo had a
trained infantry, a numerous artillery, expert gunners, and
an active courageous cavalry. In the discipline and
instruction of his infantry and artillery he was aided by
adventurers from France. These men were greatly
encouraged and richly rewarded.

Although Tippoo was undoubtedly by far the most
formidable enemy of England among the native princes, yet
neither were the Mahratta chieftains mere leaders of



predatory horse. In the army of Scindia, there were seventy-
two battalions of foot, under French officers, organized in
ten brigades, to which were attached no fewer than four
hundred and sixty pieces of cannon. To this force must be
added vast numbers of irregular infantry armed only with a
matchlock, or with sword and shield, or with the spear. Many
thousands of these last were composed of Patans or
Rohillas, men of a fierce and desperate courage, robust and
hardy, patiently enduring fatigue, and never appalled by
fire.

With regard to the Mahratta horse, little if any discipline
was ever successfully established among them. The best
Mahratta horsemen serve by tenure of land, either personal,
or under a chief landholder; others come as volunteers, to
be enrolled for pay; or they are the hired riders of the horses
of others again, who receive all the pay themselves. The
volunteers are numerous, and consist of such individuals,
floating loose on the surface of Indian society, as have by
any means possessed themselves of a horse and arms; but
they are all of the military cast, that is, born, bred, and
exercised to the use of arms. India abounds with martial and
warlike figures.

These horsemen are not cowards; they fear not death,
they fear not the point of the spear or the edge of the sabre.
Hence, if prey, or baggage, or vengeance, be their object,
they will hover near, they will invite the skirmish, they will
challenge the personal encounter, they will ride up even to
the very muzzles of your muskets. But to excite them to
this, there must be the stimulus of a golden hope, or of a
bitter hate; for otherwise, as warfare is their condition of



life, they are not eager in action. Above all things they
dread the exposure or loss of their horses, which are at once
the sources of their subsistence, their titles of service, their
treasure, and their pride. It may be readily understood that
these men abhor the irksomeness and restraint of all
exercise or discipline. They sweep wide provinces by rapid
and desolating marches. Terror tells of their coming; tears
and famine, silence and blood,- show where they have
passed. Whenever they venture as a body to draw up and
await a disciplined cavalry, they become an easy conquest
They have no good formation; their very crowds encumber
them; the fronts presented by regular and well-trained
squadrons, and rapidly changed or wheeled at the blast of a
trumpet, confound and perplex them; they are scattered like
a flock of sheep, and sabred as they fly. In any contest,
however, where infantry are thinned by fire, or broken by
any accident, or difficulty of ground, these horse, who
scramble anywhere, will pour among them with fury, and
with lance and sword do terribly the work of death. A large
host of them, seen from afar, presents a brilliant
appearance: they have turbans and garments of many
colors; the horses of the chiefs, and of all such as can afford
it, are showily caparisoned; and, in particular, the
breastplates glitter with silver: every neck is curved by a
standing martingale; and their many neighings come down
upon the wind loud and lordly. Their horses are, for the most
part, tall, bony, and vicious; the poorest of these Mahrattas,
however, are mounted on low lean cattle, and their
equipment is of a correspondent meanness. They have,
also, some of them, a beautiful kind of pony, handsome and



spirited, rising above thirteen hands, and prized even by
their chiefs, but not for battle.

Such are Indian armies; and the reader should possess
the picture, to be enabled to follow, with a livelier interest,
the services of colonel Wellesley in the East He should be
told also that India is a country where the roads are difficult,
and sometimes, from the nature of the soil, for whole days
and weeks impassable:—that on the plains they are broad
tracks; in the mountainous country, narrow and rocky
passes, requiring immense labor in the transport of artillery;
and that every river, nay, at some seasons, every stream, is
a serious obstacle. A few of the large fortresses of the native
powers are armed and defended, though imperfectly, yet
much after the European manner; but the many are lofty
and difficult of access; constructed of solid masonry, with
double and winding gateways; having walls of a terrific
height, without any ramparts and round towers at the
angles. It is quite fearful to stand upon some of the walls our
soldiers have mounted in hot blood, and carried by escalade
in our Indian wars.

Exposure to sultry suns; long marches; the endurance of
fatigue, thirst, and hunger, and the experience of hard
fighting, —these things make honorable veterans; and all
Englishmen, who served in India from the year 1780 to
1804, had their full share of such hardships, and have large
titles to honor.

We have now to relate an interesting struggle, and shall
give the stories of the war of Mysore, and that in the
Deccan, with a brief, plain fidelity.



When the marquis Wellesley arrived in India to succeed
lord Teignmouth in the government of that country, he found
the British interests menaced by the secret designs of many
enemies. The most formidable and inveterate of these was
the sultan Tippoo, ruler of Mysore. He had entered into
secret correspondence with the French; had sent
ambassadors to the local government in the Isle of France;
and, by them, letters to be forwarded to the executive
directory in Europe. Both by his envoys and his letters he
invited the alliance of the French government, and their aid
in officers and men, having projected, as he told them, a
war with the English, which he only awaited their assistance
to commence: at the same time he declared to them that
his object was to drive the English out of India.

It was also known that he had sent accredited agents to
the court of Zemaun Shah, king of Cabul and Candahar,
prompting him to invade our territories from the north:—
moreover, he was suspected of an intrigue with the
Mahrattas, whom he was inviting to make common cause
against the British.

The state of our alliances in the Deccan was apparently
desperate: French influence was paramount at the court of
the nizam. The court of the peishwa at Poonah was at the
mercy of Scindiah, who lay near with an army, and dictated
all its measures. French officers possessed the ear of
Scindiah. The rajah of Berar was known to be secretly
hostile to the English; and the adventurous chief, Holkar,
always ready for war and plunder, would not be slow to join
the league.



A proclamation issued by the governor of the Isle of
France reached Bengal early in June, 1798. No sooner was
this made known, than the Carnatic, alarmed and
despondent, began to dread immediate invasion, and a
renewal of all those horrors of which she had before tasted
the bitterness and misery. The fourth paragraph of this
proclamation distinctly stated, that Tippoo only awaited the
moment, when the French should come to his assistance, to
declare war against the English,—all of whom he ardently
desired to expel from India.

The authenticity of this document was at first doubted;
but was soon confirmed by good testimony, and by the fact,
that a French vessel arrived at Mangalore on the coast of
Malabar, and landed one hundred men and several officers
for the service of Tippoo, by whom they were instantly
received.

The marquis Wellesley immediately decided upon a war;
but, until his measures of preparation were complete, he
delayed the open declaration. He ordered the armies of
Coromandel and Malabar to be immediately assembled; but
so bad and inefficient was the state of the former, that this
could not, at the moment, be done.

To improve and strengthen our alliance with the nizam
was the next object This prince had a corps of fourteen
thousand men in his service, commanded by French officers.
These officers had acquired an ascendency so considerable
at his court, that his nominal alliance was, to us, not only
useless but dangerous. Marquis Wellesley boldly and without
delay negotiated for the augmentation of the British force at
Hyderabad, and for the dismissal of the French officers



serving with the nizam. These great objects were most
happily attained. By a new treaty, an addition was made to
the British subsidiary force of 4400 men. To fulfil these
engagements at once, troops, which had been held in secret
preparation, were assembled by general Harris with such
promptitude, that, although the treaty was only ratified at
Fort William on the 18th of September, our troops reached
Hyderabad on the 10th of October, and, assisted by the
cavalry of the nizam, they surrounded the French force on
the 22d, disarmed the sepoys, and arrested the European
officers. All this was effected without bloodshed. A mutiny
against their officers had broken out in the French camp; a
state of things which, of course, prevented any effectual
resistance. The body disarmed was about 11,000 men.
Captain James Kirkpatrick, the resident, captain John
Malcolm, and colonel Roberts, conducted this affair, in their
various relations, with great address and uncommon
firmness. The zeal and courage of captain Malcolm were,
from circumstances, most conspicuous. This master-stroke
of policy was hailed by the British at both presidencies as an
augury of a good and vigorous administration.

The marquis now came to Fort St. George to advance the
preparations for war by his presence. As soon as all things
were ready, he addressed a remonstrance to Tippoo Sultan
on his late conduct. This not being replied to, he directed
the advance of the army on the 3d of February. On the 13th
there came a short, unsatisfactory letter from Tippoo; his
reply to which lord Wellesley dated on the 22d, affixing the
same date to a declaration of war, which was made in the
name of the English and their allies.



It has been argued by some that this war was forced
upon Tippoo, and that lord Wellesley was not justified in
these measures. The fact is, it was not war that was forced
upon Tippoo, but the time of commencing it War was
already in his heart He never would, he never could, have
rested in amity with us. His attitude of peace was
treacherous; it was but the couching of the tiger preparatory
to its spring. As the hunters go forth from an Indian village
to destroy the terror of their herds, seeking him in his own
lair, so the British, that her trembling subjects in the
Carnatic might sleep in security, marched to assault this
dangerous and dreaded enemy in his own capital.

The preparations for this campaign were made upon a
large scale, and manifested the intention of the government
to destroy the power of Mysore. As little as possible was left
to what is called the fortune of war. It is a sound principle in
war, that by taking the field strong, campaigns are rendered
short as well as decisive. There is always, therefore, in the
end, a saving of treasure, and of what is a million times
more valuable, of human life:—a principle, by the way, to
which in Europe English ministers have rarely if ever
attended. The army of the Carnatic, including the subsidiary
force from Hyderabad, and three thousand of the nizam’s
own infantry, amounted to thirty thousand combatants. Six
thousand native horse belonging to the nizam, and not
included in the above statement, marched with this army.
This cavalry was led by Meer Allum, a general of the
nizam’s. The charge of colonel Wellesley in this force was
considerable: he commanded all the infantry of the nizam,



to which his own corps, the 33d, had been attached; and he
made this campaign at the head of eleven battalions.

The assembled force encamped upon the frontier of
Tippoo’s territories on the 4th of March: the day following,
general Harris dispatched lord Wellesley’s letter to the
sultan, declared war, and commenced hostilities. His
advanced corps of infantry marched upon some hill forts in
front: they surrendered without resistance, or were
abandoned a3 the troops approached them.

When the army of the Carnatic passed the eastern
frontier of Mysore, that of the western coast, amounting to
6400 men, was also marching upon Seringapatam. This last
force had been assembled at Cannanore under general
Stuart, and was destined to combine its operations with
those of general Harris.

Tippoo’s first movement was easterly, as if to oppose the
advance of Harris; but he suddenly broke up from his
encampment at Seringapatam, and taking with him the
flower of his infantry, marched swiftly upon the division
coming from Cannanore. He encamped near them on the
5th. Some of the tents were observed by general Stuart; but
from the nature of the country, which is full of jungle, or tall
thick underwood, that officer could not ascertain his
numbers; neither was he aware that the sultan himself was
present in the camp. The disposition of Stuart’s force was as
follows:—Three native battalions, under colonel Montresor,
were posted in advance at Seedaseer. After the appearance
of the enemy on the 5th, they were reinforced by another
battalion. The rest of the troops, with the park and
provisions, were encamped at Seeds, poor and Ahmootenar;



the first were eight miles, the latter twelve, in rear of this
position. The country here is covered with wood, and
favorable for concealed movements. Between the hours of
nine and ten on the forenoon of the 6th, the enemy, having
penetrated the jungle with great secrecy, came suddenly
upon the brigade of Montresor, and attacked him in front
and rear, at the same moment, with fierce impetuosity.

The assailed battalions, though pressed by superior
numbers, behaved with all steadiness, and defended
themselves with resolute bravery. It was five hours before
general Stuart could arrive to their support; and even then,
that division of the enemy, which was in the rear of
Montresor, still for half an hour resisted his advance; but at
last they gave way, and retired on all sides in confusion. The
sultan had more than 11,000 men in action at Seedaseer,
and lost about 1500. The brave brigade of Montresor lost
only 140 men. This action is worthy of remark, as on both
sides the combatants were natives of Hindostan. The sultan
remained in his camp at Periapatam till the 11th, without
molesting Montresor or Stuart again, and then marched
once more upon the army of the Carnatic. On the 14th of
March this army encamped in sight of Bangalore. Four
thousand of the enemy’s best cavalry came forward to
reconnoitre it, and after receiving a few shot from the field-
pieces of the advanced guard, drew off quietly. From the
neighborhood of Bangalore, before which fortress he made
no delay, three roads lead to Seringapatam: general Harris
took the southern, by Kaunkaunhully. The march was
tedious in the extreme: his army was five days in
accomplishing the same distance traversed by lord



Cornwallis with a battering train, eight years before, in two.
The equipments, provisions, and stores were not more than
sufficient, nor were they, for an Indian army, more
cumbrous than usual; but they required large means of
transport; and though there was carriage enough to meet
the want on the returns, yet was there at the moment some
disappointment as to the quantity of bullocks, still more as
to their quality, and rate of marching. The evil originated
with the native contractors, who, finding themselves, by
some new regulations, abridged of their customary and
fraudulent gains, impeded the movements in a manner
which no prudence could foresee, and no exertion, no anger,
no punishment could avail to rectify. The provoking
immobility of feature, and the stubborn purpose, which a
native of that class exhibits, when gain or revenge is his
object, can alone be conceived by those who have
witnessed it The impatient and active spirits on the staff of
that army were continually engaged in fruitless endeavors
to move these sullen contractors. That this vexatious
experience, and the insight it gave him into the native
character, and commissariat arrangements, were not lost
upon colonel Wellesley, his rapid and unimpeded marches in
the Deccan, at a subsequent period, abundantly testify; and
it is remarkable that the British army has never had a
general so minutely attentive to the commissariat
department, to his means of transport, his depôts and
supplies, as this great commander.

To return. General Harris encamped at Kaunkaunhully on
the 21st. The sultan offered no opposition to these
movements; he even retired from the strong heights on the



eastern banks of the Maddoor river, without disputing the
passage. On the 27th, however, general Harris found the
enemy halted, and drawn up on the high ground beyond
Malavelly. They fired upon the army, and manifested an
intention to prevent their encamping. A disposition was,
therefore, made to compel them to fight or retire. The 33d
regiment, and the troops of the nizam, under colonel
Wellesley, formed and advanced upon the left, supported by
the regular cavalry under general Floyd. The right moved
forward under the more immediate direction of general
Harris. The pickets of the army were for a time considerably
annoyed by the rockets of the enemy, and their cannonade ;
but as soon as the formations were completed, their fire was
answered by such field-pieces as could be brought up; the
line advanced; the affair became general along the whole
front, and they were driven from the field. In this
engagement some of the sultan’s troops manifested great
courage. Two thousand of the best trained of his turbaned
infantry advanced firmly upon the British 33d, and came
within sixty paces before delivering their fire. The 33d, led
by colonel Wellesley, charged these Cushoons, and
overthrew them with the bayonet. The horses of general
Floyd were soon amidst their broken ranks, and they fell fast
before the sabres of his men, whose red horse-hair plumes
shook over them fierce and pitiless.

General Harris crossed the Cauvery at Sosilay, where
there is an easy ford : this movement was unexpected by
the sultan, and was effected without loss or interruption. On
the 2d of April, Tippoo reconnoitred the British for some
hours while taking up their ground from a hill in their front,



and on the 4th he had again a full view of the whole line as
it passed along the high grounds about four miles from his
capital.

On the 5th of April the army finally took up its position
before Seringapatam for the siege. The camp was formed
opposite the west face of the fort, at the distance of 3500
yards& The right was on commanding ground,—the left
flank was doubly secured by an aqueduct and the river
Cauvery. This aqueduct served in many places, in its
winding course, as a strong intrenchment, and several deep
and difficult ravines in the rear of the encampment gave it
protection from any sudden irruptions of the enemy’s
enterprising horse. This pleasant camp was strong, secure,
and abundantly supplied with fine water; in addition to
these advantages, there were in the lines five large topes:
the feathery cocoa, and the tall and slender areca, and thick
clusters of the graceful bamboo, adorned them. But the
advantage here was not their beauty or their shade: they
furnished those materials for carrying on the works which
have generally to be fetched with much labor, and, if an
enemy be strong in cavalry, with much interruption, from a
distance.

The position, however, was found to be in part exposed
to some little annoyance from the enemy’s advanced posts,
especially from their rocket-men. An attack was directed
upon two of these posts the same night, under colonels
Wellesley and Shaw: it failed; colonel Shaw, indeed, got
possession of a ruined village, and, sheltered by the cover
of its walls, was enabled to hold it throughout the night. The
column of colonel Wellesley, when it entered the tope on



which it was directed, was suddenly assailed by a hot fire of
musketry and rockets: it was thrown into confusion and
withdrawn. Such is the frequent fete of a night-attack, in
which, if the assailants do not actually surprise the foe, and
create a panic, however brave the men, however able the
leader, without a certain and confident knowledge of the
ground, and light enough to distinguish both it and their
opponents, they are moving they know not where, and
fighting they know not what. The uncertain footing of a
mere walk in the dark upon strange ground belongs to every
man’s experience. The following day general Harris made
fuller dispositions with a view to drive in the whole line of
the enemy’s outposts. He directed three simultaneous
attacks on their right flank, their left, and their centre, and
these attacks were to be made under cover of guns
previously posted; moreover, the attacking columns were
stronger. Colonel Wellesley again commanded the attack
upon the Sultan-pettah tope, and it was carried with skill
and resolution.

The attacks of colonel Wallace on the right, and colonel
Shaw on the left, were alike successful. These assaults
secured a connected line of posts within 1800 yards of the
fort, extending two miles in length, from the river on the left
to the village of Sultanpet on the right


